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1. Scotland and Islandness: Explorations in Community, 

Economy and Culture  

 

Kathryn A. Burnett, Ray Burnett and Mike Danson 
 

 

Over almost two millennia, Scotland’s western and northern isles have had complex and 

conflicting relationships both with the kingdom of Scotland and with the ensuing stateless 

nation that has its own issue with its neighbour on the ‘‘fractured island” (Burnett 2013) that 

is the contested terrain of Britain. A feature of the global pursuit of ‘island studies’ in all 

diversity and unresolved complexities (Shima Editorial Board 2007; Baldacchino 2008 2018; 

Grydehøj 2013a 2013b) is its interdisciplinarity, something which this contribution from 

Scotland reflects and celebrates. In offering comment on current and past research activity on 

island matters this collection of essays speaks to the wider range of Scottish island related 

themes, topics and issues evolving from research legacies that are rich, varied and buoyant, 

and from which there is much to yet discover and to celebrate more fully. 

 

This edited collection of essays offers a collective commentary on the islands of Scotland, or 

to be more precise Scotland’s inhabited islands. Contributors variously invite exploration and 

reflection on examples of island history, community and culture, from the past and today. The 

collection offers some examination of key policies for the socio-economic well-being of viable 

communities and how a prescient context of strategies for sustainability in the local and global 

context of small island communities remains a source of debate, research, innovation and 

inspiration throughout Scotland’s island communities. With this in mind, we have encouraged 

contributors to include sources and references that support claims but to also point readers 

towards further reading and critiques that may be of interest. We also hope that this small 

collection may add some value to the review and realization of strategic interventions of both 

policymakers and practitioners working on and for small island communities locally, regionally 

and globally. 

 

The ‘emergence’ of Scotland’s islands? 

 

History offers a key frame of reference for the understanding of Scotland’s islands, both long 

past and recent. Interestingly the very idea of what constitutes ‘history’ in the context of 

researching and debating islands in social, cultural and economic contexts is worthy of further 

focus. As James Hunter (2007: 10) has written, speaking of the challenges of how marginality 

and peripherality has been attributed to the overall region of the Highlands and Islands of 

Scotland, it is both a historical yet reversible condition: 

 

What has marginalised the Highlands and Islands is not their location, but rather the 

way the world began to be organised in post-medieval times - when power, decision-

making and, most of all, people were drained away from here and concentrated 

elsewhere. Today, thankfully, this process is reversible. In a way that has not been 

possible since the industrial revolution, new communications and other technologies 

enable us to envisage a more dispersed pattern both of economic activity and of 

settlement - a pattern reminiscent, incidentally, of the one familiar to Iona's monks. 

 

(Hunter 2007: 10) 

 



And as Hunter notes it was originally to Shetland that Scotland looked to see the opportunities 

for a new vision of development and confidence for the whole highlands and islands region. 

Individuals, such as Robert (Bob) Storey of Zetland County Council,1 were pivotal. Speaking 

particularly to the concern of an ‘erosion’ of Shetland cultural heritage and ‘way of life’. 

Storey, with others drawn from across island and highland communities, and with academic 

and political champions, would lead the vanguard in Shetland on the underpinning of socio-

economic development with a vision that would place a sense of culture and place identity at 

the heart of the region’s development strategy. In 1965 the Highlands and Islands Development 

Board (HIDB) was established, the precursory regional development body to the current HIE 

(Highlands and Islands Enterprise) and became a policy scaffold for the socio-economic 

revitalization of the region.2 Decades later Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE) would be 

‘moved’ to reassert and revisit some of the underpinning ambitions of the area’s socio-cultural 

development with questions being asked over just how ‘culture’ and the integrity of local place 

histories and cultures were being sustained and developed: a reinvigorated (re-visioned) policy 

ensued (c.f. Brennan et al 2016).3 Today, unquestionably, cultural enterprise, and the role of 

cultural capital in informing other sectoral development (via education, media, arts and 

advocacy), is a central flagship of the wider region’s success but ‘long views’ and depth 

afforded by discipline dissection and critique are crucial (c.f. Abrams (2005) on the gendered 

history of the material economies of Shetland, for example).  

 

The active countering of what has been long documented (and debated) the ‘Highland Problem’ 

see (Condry 1976; but more especially, Burnett 2011; Perchard and Mackenzie 2013; 

McCullough 2018), by policies and ambitions seeking development ‘solutions’ – arresting de-

population and ‘social decline’ - has fostered a steady and innovative expansion of highland 

and island enterprise, innovation, community activism and resolve. Today the highlands and 

islands exist, operate and compete as an invigorated, confident and empowered region. 

Challenges do remain, however: social inequalities, connectivity issues, ‘isolation’, fragility of 

demographics, higher costs of living, for example, continue to impact everyday life on islands. 

Furthermore, expectations of what constitutes ‘a good quality of life’ shift, and new or 

alternative visions of social, cultural, economic and environmental priorities, compete within 

and beyond highland and island contexts more broadly. Research, debate and critical review 

from ‘all quarters’ remain key to documenting and resolving ongoing challenges in this regard 

(see Grydehøj 2011) on Shetland; or Ford 2019, on Orkney’s ‘ecologies’ and ‘entanglements’, 

for example). Agents and actors such as the education sector, not least UHI (the region’s multi-

campus university), development agencies, local authorities, consultancies, think tanks and 

pressure groups, media and journalistic expertise, as well as the myriad of island (and highland) 

related social, economic and cultural organisations, groups and individuals each offer expertise, 

share opinion, provoke and challenge through debate. There are advocates of island and 

highland cause – politicians at all levels – but also, as it was in the past, celebrities who amplify 

the ideas and issues of places, people and practices to wider audiences to mostly good effect 

although such celebrification can bring a reification of island particularities that is (not always) 

helpful. 

 
1 Zetland County Council established in 1889 was replaced during local government restructuring by 

Shetland Islands Council in1974. 
2Highlands and Islands Enterprise ‘timeline’ of regional development, 

<http://timeline.hie.co.uk/stories/our-region/> accessed 10 December 2019. 
3 The links between language, culture and the economic rationale for the support for Gàidhlig in the 

region included advocates such as Willie Roe (2005) ‘Gaelic not only plays an essential and crucial 
part in this, but it also helps reinforce the culture of sustainable development across the region, which 

is at the heart of everything we do at HIE’. 



 

Remoteness and Peripherality: a good place for debate? 

 

We are “not remote” here? What constitutes islands as peripheral or not remains a complex 

and contested terrain (Baldacchino 2005). The concept and framing of Scotland’s islands as 

beyond, at the edge or indeed marginal remains meaningful to use within academic critique not 

least to challenge the premises upon which both factual or more fictionalized narratives of 

Scotland’s islands and narratives of what might be termed ‘islandness’ are configured (c.f. 

Davis 2016; Reeploeg 2017b). One only has to peruse the ‘new book’ and bestsellers list, 

Sunday broadsheet property pages, ‘adventure’ tourism promotion, or the happy blogging of 

‘outward bounders’, to realise that Scotland’s offshore islands remain culturally and powerfully 

configured from outwith as ‘remote’. VisitScotland promotes Scotland currently with “9 ‘must 

read’ books about Scotland” that includes no less than six that directly reference highland and 

especially island places, island going and island product.4 For those who work within the 

commodified economy of selling island place (product) experiences both off and on islands, 

remoteness is both real and imagined: articulated to position the experience of islandness as 

distinctive and different. The lure of the island ‘sell’ is well known and it presents considerable 

economic leverage via tourism, via food and drink but also the arts, literature and film. In short, 

‘remoteness’ as exotification persists but it also lends itself to creative responses that redefine, 

challenge and critique what is ‘known’ or assumed in the name of Scotland’s island places and 

people. 

 

Remoteness operates locally as an everyday signifier for island residents themselves, however. 

Island residents occasionally will position their lived experience as one of difference and a 

degree of distance to ‘the mainland’. Skye with its bridge is one celebrated example where for 

many decades the island was served (arguably quite successfully in contrast to other island 

experience) by two regular ferry routes from ‘the mainland’ and in this day to day sense Skye 

might not be considered ‘remote’. Yet, when overly pressured by tourism, or by second-home 

ownership demand, or by ferry and (notoriously) the initial (excessive) bridge crossing (toll) 

costs, an island’s sense of remoteness may be complexly configured as a code of pilgrimage 

and attraction for some and one of frustration, ‘defence’, and anger for others. Impacts of 

change, as well as of not enough change, are tracked and traced deeply throughout island 

community accounts and memories of development, confidence and success. Remoteness 

culturally and socially is, by virtue of its lived realities and perception, an embodied and 

emotional frame of experience (Boon et al 2018). Everyday island experience is to live 

regularly with the mundane particularity of relationships, home, work, school, health, leisure, 

transport, politics and culture, in the island environment and so, of course, (it needs to be said) 

weather. Repeated weather constraints on transport, travel (including the roads and rail, as well 

as air and sea routes) and supplies, for example, is to know and live ‘remoteness’.5 Again, 

remoteness may not be best argued as a literal geography but rather a policy and agency one 

informed by the consciousness of the various positions of island residents to counter and 

combat feelings of isolation, distance, being ‘peripheral’ or marginal’ to things, or not (as the 

2020 Covid (media) narratives pertaining to the islands have illuminated).  

 
4 VisitScotland: ‘9 must read books about Scotland’ blogpost by  

Sarah Clark 26th April 2020, < https://www.visitscotland.com/blog/scotland/must-read-books/> 

accessed 10 May 2020. 
5 In 2012 National Theatre of Scotland and Shetland Arts produced ‘Ignition’: a collaborative theatre 

performance with Shetland’s resident community exploring the role of the car, energy (oil and 

renewable) and transport in rural context. See <https://www.shetlandarts.org/our-work/past-

projects/ignition> accessed 19 December 2019. 



 

By 2020, more presciently within the theorizing language of the ‘archipelagic’ (Stratford et al 

2011; Pugh 2013), what is of ‘everyday’ contention is where island residents are aware of and 

frustrated by (that is, what often matters) the differing layers and modes of connectivity with 

other islands. Centralising governance and issues of misrepresentation, feelings of 

‘remoteness’, ‘far away’ and ‘not being listened to’ occur regularly within islands as well as 

more broadly in reference to the ‘central’ powers of Westminster or indeed ‘devolved powers’ 

that reside in Edinburgh. Here we allude to the spatial slipperiness of (inter/intra) relationships 

where Inverness, Lochgilphead, Tobermory, Portree, Oban, Stornoway, Kirkwall and Lerwick, 

for example are each in their own way ‘remote’ to other ‘further’ communities. Across 

Scotland her islands connections continue and are celebrated and embellished but these 

relations are also sometimes neglected, ‘forgotten’ or disowned. Each of Scotland’s islands has 

a myriad of relations with other regions (not least historical continuities within the north 

Atlantic). In this, we draw on Pugh (2013) and his valuable critique: 

 

The key thrust of this ontology is therefore island movements; not a simple gathering 

of islands, but an emphasis upon how islands act in concert; or, as Deleuze and Guattari 

(1986) would say, through constellations; so that the framing of an island archipelago 

draws attention to fluid cultural processes, sites of abstract and material relations of 

movement and rest, dependent upon changing conditions of articulation or connection. 

 

(Pugh 2013: 11) 

 

As Pugh (2013: 12) points out, following Stratford et al (2011) it is the tropes of the archipelago 

– ‘assemblages, networks, filaments, connective tissues, mobilities, and multiplicities’ - that 

offer a theorizing framework for further investigation and reflection. In building on - and 

beyond - island studies we can appreciate what has been termed ‘archipelagic relations’ and a 

focus to better explore, understand and document the “disjuncture, connection and 

entanglement between and among islands” (Stratford et al 2011: 124). In a Scottish context, 

then, we return again to James Hunter (2007) and the connectivity that history affords: ‘the 

Highlands and Islands past cannot be understood in isolation’ and research and scholarship of 

the wider region can and should  

 

utilise linkages between this area and others: taking advantage of the way our history 

overlaps with that of Ireland; stressing the extent to which the medieval Earldom of 

Orkney, indeed the Viking period generally, connects the Highlands and Islands with 

Scandinavia and with the broader North Atlantic rim; capitalising on the fact that our 

countless emigrants provide entries into histories other than our own.  

 

(Hunter 2007: 11) 

 

The economic and policy context of current and future island ‘ways of life’ and viability are 

inextricably meshed with deep historical legacies of ownership, governance, trade links, 

migration, cultural expression, social cohesion via the institutions of connection as well as 

distinction. Conceiving of the islands of Scotland requires and evokes a sense of place – space, 

history, society and geography – and its representation. The visuality, mapping and narration 

of islands is powerful. Scotland has its own complex history in this regard it is to this we turn 

to now. 

 

Ways of seeing: a visuality, mapping and narration of Scotland’s islands 



 

The islands of Scotland vary in size, resource, environment and imagining; it is also fair to say 

that in this varied landscape of representation some islands arguably figure more prominently 

than others in broader public consciousness (and for differing reasons e.g. Iona, Skye, Islay, 

St. Kilda, or Fair Isle).6 The role of culture in placing islands into a wider consciousness and 

indeed keeping them there is an ongoing (essential) project that shows little sign of abating. 

The ‘project’ has deep historical roots with a myriad of accounts (although much is lost) 

documenting and asserting island cultures, communities and environments, within Scotland as 

well as beyond.  

 

Taking a long view of history from observations based on several years of archaeological and 

historical enquiry across Scotland and its islands, Ewan Campbell (2019) has recently argued 

strongly against the persistence of an old academic orthodoxy that Scotland is as peripheral in 

its historical importance as it is in its geographical location. In this regard Campbell (2019: 17) 

argues that ‘to ignore or sideline Scotland runs the danger not just of bad scholarship, but also 

of missing important questions which are raised by comparing the achievements of a liminal 

society with those of an economic core’. A long view of history remains useful to reiterate the 

way of seeing Scotland’s islands not least in terms of cultural expression. The historical context 

Campbell refers to was Scotland in early medieval Europe, a setting in which Campbell 

surveyed the range of intellectual and artistic achievements across Scotland. With a particular 

focus on the island monastic communities of the 7th century, Campbell maintained that such 

was the imaginative and innovative depth and quality of the cultural output of the era, it could 

justifiably be termed the age of ‘the First Scottish Enlightenment’. Firmly rejecting the notion 

of Scotland’s peripherality Campbell (2019: 14-15) asserted that, not least in its largely island-

based scholarship and artistry, Scotland was innovative precisely because it was in a liminal, 

non-mainstream situation. As a counter to the external tendency to dismiss or ignore Scotland, 

and its significance, Campbell framed his response as an advocacy of what he termed: ‘A view 

from the periphery, rather than a view of the periphery (2019: 1). Applying such a perspective 

to the multi-disciplinarity of island studies, is an approach which this collection seeks to 

implement and which it would warmly endorse.  

 

It is not until the mid-17th century that the first comprehensive accounts of all Scotland’s island 

communities appear together in an all-Scotland context. In 1654 Dutchman Johannes Blaeu 

publishes his Atlas of Scotland, volume V of his major Atlas Novus project: included within 

are some 250 islands, from the Isle of Man to North Rona and Sule Skerry. Bleau’s Atlas is 

unrivalled in its detail. In addition to maps of Arran and Bute and the islands of the Firth of 

Clyde, it included no less than ten maps covering the whole of the Hebrides (Islay, Jura, Mull, 

the Small Isles, Skye, the Uists and Barra, Lewis and Harris). A further plate contained a map 

each of Orkney and Shetland. As noted in the background essays to the National Library of 

Scotland’s digitised Blaeu collection, these island maps and their accompanying texts are 

remarkable not only for the detailed naming of individual islands but also for the wealth of 

local knowledge they contain. Provided as accompanying text to the maps and produced by 

several contributors, each map includes a chorographic representation (‘regional description’) 

 
6 The stock of islands in broader media imagining can certainly go down as it can go up. Taransay, for 

example, had been diminished in even local reference (no longer inhabited) but it drew national 

attention when it was featured on the BBC Castaway 2000 television series; Eigg had also lain 

(indeed been laid) low for some decades until ‘enough was enough’ and the community activism to 

secure a ‘buy-out’ of the island from its landowning legacy placed it centre stage as a cause célèbre of 

community empowerment, a profile further enhanced with its innovative ‘Green island’ policy; 

currently Unst is gaining considerable media interest as the potential site for a space port. 



that contains “in one way or another, the essential features of the form: an interest in genealogy; 

the etymology of place names; summaries of the local economy; remarks upon natural features; 

qualitative judgements upon the airs and waters of places; poetic accounts and so on”.7  

 

The sense of drawing on in situ observed, ‘local’ knowledge and expertise was essential here. 

To the north, a range of sources were drawn on for the Northern Isles; the text accompanying 

the maps of Orkney and Shetland being augmented by more vivid and detailed models of 

chorography provided by an anonymous native of Orkney, for example (Bleau NLS). For the 

Hebrides, the primary source of regional description is George Buchanan’s Rerum Scoticarum 

Historia (1582), material which in turn derived from an earlier unpublished manuscript, 

Description of the Occidental i.e. Western Isles of Scotland, compiled by Donald Monro in 

1549 (Martin and Monro 1999). Monro, a churchman, was the first writer to give a 

comprehensive description of the Western Isles known to have been based on personal 

observation. Furthermore, in their successful collaboration with Blaeu and Europe, the Scottish 

enthusiasts behind the project achieved both their intellectual and political purpose, namely 

that Scotland’s profile and identity as an ancient European country was asserted.  

 

Only a few decades later, a similar intellectual and political impetus led Martin Martin (a native 

of Skye) to publish his own accounts of the distinctive history, natural attributes and customs 

of his own particular part of Scotland, the Gaelic-speaking islands of the Hebrides. He did so 

in two indispensable first-hand accounts of his travels: A Late Voyage to St Kilda in 1698 and 

A Description of the Western Islands of Scotland ca. 1695 in 1703 (Martin and Monro 1999). 

Martin Martin’s works are significant, not just because as early traveller’s tales each is an 

absorbing read but because of the nature of their authorship and the timing of their publication. 

As a native islander, Gael and a member of a longstanding Hebridean family, Martin was able 

to give an inside view of the community in which he lived and to whom he belonged. At the 

same time, he also wrote from the perspective of a natural scientist and antiquarian, someone 

with the same wider connections to the intellectual world of Edinburgh and beyond that had 

sustained the Blaeu mapping of Scotland project. Crucially, Martin made his tours and recorded 

his observations on the eve of a phase in their history when the Western Isles would be socially 

and culturally transformed (consumed) by external and eclipsing forces. In documenting the 

islands at this time, it fell to Martin Martin to portray (a way of seeing) island society, 

particularly the practices, beliefs and customs of the ordinary people, to borrow a founding 

phrase of island studies: ‘on their own terms’ (McCall 1994). 

 

From the opening moment of the incorporating Union in 1707 through the ’45 Jacobite Rising 

and its post-Culloden aftermath, to the profound intellectual and social engagement with 

Enlightenment ideas and Improvement practices in its final decades, the 18th century was a 

pivotal era for Scotland’s islands. The way in which wider moments, ideas and practices 

impacted varied across the northern and western isles, including the imperial fashioning of the 

‘old north’ of ‘North Britain’ (c.f. Andersson Burnett and Newby 2008; Reeploeg 2017a, for 

example). It was events and outcomes in the Hebrides, however, that had a particularly 

enduring significance, most especially in respect of Gaelic culture and society. From Skye, 

Martin Martin had given the wider world an idealized portrait of Gaelic society. Some sixty 

years later, James MacPherson, a central Highland Gael8 presented a similar portrait, not 

 
7  See ‘A Vision of Scotland: Joan Blaeu and the Atlas novus’, by Charles W. J. Withers, 

<https://maps.nls.uk/atlas/blaeu/vision_of_scotland.html> accessed 10 December 2019. 
8 From a family and district heavily involved in the Jacobite Rising of 1745, MacPherson had first-

hand experience of the brutal post-Culloden repression and the raft of government policies designed 



through description of the present but through the poetic voice of the bards of the ancient Gaelic 

social order from which the Highland society of the eighteenth century traced its descent.  

 

Scotland’s Gaelic culture included a rich oral tradition of tales and poetry9 relating the exploits 

of the legendary figures of an earlier heroic age whose presence was also inscribed and 

remembered on an appropriately ‘wild’ and emotive landscape of misty mountains and distant 

islands. MacPherson’s talent lay in presenting, or rather re-presenting the complex legacy of 

the Gaelic tradition through his own ‘translations’, claiming them to be the actual Homeric 

voice of Ossian, an old blind bard of the 3rd century whose epic poems recalled the historical 

presence and passions of the Golden Age of Scotland’s early Gaels. MacPherson’s 

‘translations’ also depicted the highland and islands landscape in verse, evocatively appealing 

to the fashionable literary tastes of Edinburgh, London and beyond. MacPherson’s Ossianic 

works were a huge success. They aroused feelings of national pride in Scotland, circulated 

widely across Europe and rankled not a few in England for their perceived challenge to the 

‘natural order’ of an English cultural superiority. Later, and controversially, MacPherson was 

accused of forgery, his work acrimoniously dismissed as hoax. Subsequent scholarship has 

been less dismissive, recognising his work not as literal translations but as ‘creative 

interpretation’ where MacPherson’s own literary compositions sought to meet the tastes of his 

age and are best seen as neither Gaelic nor English works but rather an attempt to mediate 

between the two (Stafford 1988). 

 

Across Britain and Europe, the 1770s were a new age of exploration with ‘voyages of 

discovery’ already taking place to lands and peoples as distant as the Pacific and the Arctic. 

When the Ossianic controversy put the spotlight so firmly on Scotland’s Gaelic heartlands as 

the surviving living relic of an ancient society a thirst for ‘discovery’ of the Hebrides, through 

exploration and travel by curious observers from afar was unleashed. The earliest and most 

significant of these ‘tours’ was when Samuel Johnson, London’s leading man of letters, and 

his Scottish companion James Boswell, lawyer and author, made an extensive tour of several 

of the western isles in 1773 (Black 2011).10 In the impactful wake of MacPherson’s Ossian, 

both Johnson’s and Boswell’s accounts marked what became an accumulating library of 

narratives of voyages to the Hebrides by a steady stream of visitors (Cooper 1979; Bray 2001). 

Though few had the enquiring minds, perceptive observations or literary capabilities to match 

those of their predecessors what did emerge in the years that followed was the delineation of 

 
to eradicate the language, culture and way of life of Highland society. From his connections in 

Edinburgh literary circles MacPherson was also aware that several aspects of both the landscape and 

culture of the much-maligned Highlands contained the very features that the sensibilities and curiosity 

of the literati of Edinburgh found so appealing (Pittock 1999). 
9 Although Skye, the ‘Isle of Mist’ features as the home of the warrior hero Cuchullin, the tales of 

Ossian were primarily set not in the islands but around the seaboard approaches to the isles, notably the 

hills of Morven on the Sound of Mull. Yet, MacPherson’s project, his poems and the attached 

controversy were of considerable significance for the Hebrides. When collecting original material to 

work on, MacPherson had specifically gone to Skye, the Uists and Benbecula and to Mull because he 

felt that in these islands the surviving oral tradition was at its strongest, the language and content of the 

tales and heroic verse at its richest. The Hebrides, in short, were already being identified as the heartland 

of the culture. The evidence subsequently published after the Highland Society’s own enquiry into the 

situation confirmed this to be the case. MacPherson’s activities also ensured that a significant number 

of Gaelic manuscripts, not least from the islands, were saved for posterity.  
10 Johnson published his account in 1775, Boswell added his in 1785, a year after Johnson’s death. 

Subsequently the two accounts have been regularly published together and are widely regarded as 

classics of travel writing. 



Scotland’s Hebrides as a distinct sub-set of the wider representational polity and an 

increasingly commodified entity of the Highlands; that is, as a distinctly island cultural 

landscape of place, practices and communities in its own right.  

 

The Ossianic, romantic optic was not the only prism through which Scotland’s islands were 

viewed in the late 18th century (Womack 1989), however. Alongside ‘Romance’ there was 

‘Improvement’ and the voyaging visitor literature also included the observations and proposals 

of those who saw a promising economic future for the islands in diverse schemes for 

‘improved’ land use, fisheries, planned villages and industry. The subsequent shift in land use, 

leading to removal and out-migration, sheep farms and deer forests, also generated its own 

strand of visitor accounts, a prolonged debate in newspaper columns and pamphlets over 

destitution, congestion, and the future viability of island communities. Boswell and Johnson’s 

visit took place at a time when the Hebrides were undergoing a phase of voluntary mass 

migration, one that brought the experience of island exile to the fore in island culture and 

memory. Over the later 19th century this experience of exile and loss intensified as the Hebrides 

were afflicted by successive periods of removal and forced migrations when whole 

communities and sometimes whole islands were cleared of their population. Given the 

traumatic dislocation of people across almost the entirety of the Highlands, it is interesting to 

note that it was island poets, such as William Livingstone of Islay, whose verse most 

evocatively expressed the searing sense of loss, just as it was Mary MacPherson of Skye who 

emerged as the ‘voice’ of crofter resistance (MacLean 1985).  

 

To the north, while involved in both the Jacobite politics of 1745 and the social and economic 

promotion of ‘improved’ agricultural practices, fisheries and commerce of subsequent 

centuries, the Northern Isles did not attract anything like the level of attention given to the 

Hebrides. The Hebrides and Gaelic language and culture had become synonymous with 

reflecting broader representations and understandings of Scotland’s ‘island’ people and culture. 

This changed significantly in the 19th century with the ascription of a Norse identity to the 

people of the Northern Isles, as the living descendants of the Viking warriors of the Old Norse 

sagas (Smith 1988; Hall 2010). Once again literature and cultural ascription played a key role. 

In 1822 Sir Walter Scott’s The Pirate, set in Shetland, raised an initial public awareness of this 

aspect of island history. An array of influential scholars followed, notably the Orcadian, 

Samuel Laing, vigorously advocating that the Orkney and Shetland islanders were essentially 

Norse / Teutonic as opposed to Scots / Celtic. In the context of early Victorian discourse around 

English superiority, this manufactured Nordic identity was promoted as a key contributory 

strand in the belief in Teutonic supremacy that underpinned the Anglo British imperial project. 

 

From the 1880s and through the early part of the 20th century, as the promotion of a Celtic and 

Gaelic profile of national identity emerged in Scottish politics and culture (Gifford and Riach 

2004), a ‘Norse – Celtic’ debate developed with some unattractive racial undertones (D’Arcy 

1996). Ironically, it polarised the Gaelic Hebrides against the Nordic Northern Isles at the very 

time that the idea of a joint archipelagic arc of creative practice and shared attributes was being 

mooted, based not least on the disproportionately high incidence of writers, artists and 

musicians resident in Scotland’s disparate island communities at that time (MacDiarmid 1939). 

Brannigan (2015: 147) reinforces the early twentieth century connective, relational and 

material relations between islands (and nations) as important, detailing a ‘flurry of archipelagic 

literature’ characterised by ‘the circulation of people and ideas between islands, and is certainly 

marked by the perception that the islands on the western edge, be they the Blaskets, the Arans, 

or the Hebrides, represent peripheral extremes of mainland society.’ 

 



It was against this now established backdrop of ‘far western edge’ that the cultural phenomenon 

of the ‘Celtic Twilight’ emerged, an aspect of a wider Celtic Renaissance movement (initiating 

in Ireland), and broadly mapped to the 1890s - 1930s. Allied to a re-claiming of ‘pre-modern’ 

values and practices, the ‘Celtic Twilight led to a particular surge of interest in the Hebrides. 

Welded to ‘romantic’ expressions and re-imaginings of both Irish and Scottish Gaelic culture 

and by association with the mythological otherworld of joy and eternal youth of early Gaelic 

tradition the Celtic Twilight framed a particularly powerful (yet problematic) re-mediation of 

the Hebrides as ‘Celtic otherworld’ (Burnett and Burnett 2011). One example of how the 

‘remote corners’ of the Hebrides was placed on a global stage was through singer and composer 

Marjory Kennedy-Fraser and the songs she collected on visits to the outer isles, particularly 

Eriskay and which she ‘translated’ for an urban bourgeois audience. Coupled with Kennedy-

Fraser’s compatriot Rev Kenneth Macleod (of Eigg), famous for his own penned collection 

The Road to the Isles: Poetry, Lore, and Tradition of the Hebrides (1927), such examples are 

emblematic of a modern cultural industry of the ‘imagining’ of the remote and rural 

communities of Scotland’s islands (Blaikie 2010) and presents another layer in the cultural 

history that shaped the dominant vision of the Hebrides well into the 20th century. Islanders 

themselves lived the remote modernity of things a little differently, perhaps. Ironically, while 

persistent motifs of Hebridean cultural alterity, that is as places and people ‘at distance’ and 

journeyed to via the literal and cultural ‘Road to the Isles’, was being presented as a retreat 

from advancing modernity, the island communities themselves were embracing the 

improvements to communications, croft work and domestic life that modernity offered with 

alacrity.  

 

Islands as structural and sustainable: agencies and ambitions 

 

Through the prism of cultural and creative practices and the signifying processes - of arts and 

of media, for example – the islands of Scotland each offer deep-rooted, embodied and 

embellished histories which are nevertheless also representative of future trends, nuanced 

responses, varying ambitions and complex responsibilities. Scotland’s islands are notable for 

the collective community efforts and energies to identify, protect and care for local histories, 

and tangible and intangible cultural heritage, and who is best placed to do it. Sustaining the 

islands’ rich cultural histories has not been without challenge. The cultural services sector 

remains precarious, subject to budgetary constraints, and much of the community arts and 

cultural activism energies are contingent on the continued support and engagement of wider 

community support and volunteerism. Arts and cultural activities, so many of which form the 

intrinsic backdrop to ‘island history and culture’, are integral to sustaining people and place in 

place yet the success and future capacity of island cultural heritage in still ‘small’ and often 

dispersed communities can suffer from a degree of over-burdening on a few, coupled with the 

strain and expectation of sustained ‘development planning’.  

 

Rural (island and highland) communities in Scotland and elsewhere on the often imagined 

‘Celtic fringe’(c.f. Clancy 2015; Brennan et al 2016) are still frequently framed as an ‘ancient’ 

and ‘artisan’ realm, and are well documented as sites of counter-urbanisation with its associated 

‘local’ socio-cultural tensions and rural enterprise development politics. There is nonetheless 

a re-energised focus on the ‘natural’ resource futures that underpin social and private enterprise 

within remote areas such as the hills, coast and marine environments. The interface between 

the arts and island environments is an expressive and energised terrain in this regard. Poetry, 

literature, visual arts, music, performance and more are each variously meaningful, powerful 



and political frames of reference for all on and off islands.11 Furthermore, the connectivity of 

island spaces to the local/global nexus is brought into sharp relief in regard of the quickening 

realities and impactful narratives of climate change (Baldacchino and Kelman 2014; Grydehøj 

and Kelman 2017) and the critical appraisal offered by scholars, such as Chandler and Pugh 

(2020) on the ‘shifting stakes’ of sustainability and resilience in regard of the Anthropocene 

and climate change, are crucial.12 

 

So too are debates on ‘the commons’, a claim of rights and the relationality of identity and 

culture. Land – its use, ownership and representation - more generally remains a passionately 

debated topic in Scotland, not least as it informs narratives more broadly of Scotland’s rural 

assets as resource, as sites for development and for identity claims and validation. It has been 

a relatively short period of time in which the discoursing of Scotland highlands and islands, 

and rural and remote regions generally, have noticeably shifted from an overwhelming framing 

of people and practices (culture work, economic development, social enterprise and 

environmental interface) heavily defined by the past to what is now unequivocally a wider 

narrative shift to championing that which is mapped to the future.13 The diverse significance 

or acknowledgement of islandness in relation to the governance and public administration of 

Scotland’s island communities over the centuries aptly reflects the complexities and indeed the 

contradictions of the situation. This is particularly noticeable in the broader comparison 

between the northern and the western isles and the paradoxical position of the majority of island 

communities within the ‘Western Isles’ or Hebrides, themselves. From medieval times through 

to the late 19th century, the combined entity of “Orkney and Zetland” were a distinct island 

jurisdiction. In contrast, with one exception, all of the Hebrides were incorporated in the 

sheriffdoms or shires of Argyllshire, Inverness-shire and Ross-shire, respectively. In the west, 

only the Isle of Bute as Bute-shire (including the Cumbraes and Arran) was a separate and 

distinct island jurisdiction. In 1889 with the formation of County Councils, Bute remained the 

only distinct island council on the west but in the north Orkney and Zetland were separated 

into two distinct island county councils. All the other Hebrides remained part of Argyll CC, 

Inverness CC and Ross and Cromarty CC, that is effectively under a mainland locus of 

governance (Grimble 1968; Magnusson 1968). In 1975 a major restructuring of local government 

abolished county councils replacing them with regional and district councils each with a 

different level of functions. Orkney, Shetland and the Comhairle nan Eilean (the Western Isles) 

were each established as multi-purpose island authorities. All other Argyll islands, the islands 

 
11 See for example the Scottish Centre for Geopoetics, for example, as a rich well of island related 

cultural expression, < http://www.geopoetics.org.uk/what-is-geopoetics/ >, see also McFadyen (2018) 

‘Finding Radical Hope in Geopoetics’, The Annual Tony McManus Lecture, 

http://www.geopoetics.org.uk/mcmanus-geopoetics-lecture-mairimcfadyen/ accessed 10 April 2020. 
12 See for example the archaeology climate change focus within UHI led from Orkney 

<https://archaeologyorkney.com/category/climate-change/> accessed 10 March 2020; see also Ford, 

2019, already cited. 
13 Such a shift is not itself either ‘good’ or ‘bad and it is worthy of critical review. It is also notable 

that ‘islands’ in Scotland are explicitly recognised as significant in themselves and as contributors and 

integral to the nation. Part of our interest lies in the scale of change within a rural and remote realm 

that has overwhelmingly been construed as ontologically defined by its history. Celebrated 

iconography and narratives of the region are variously both singularly ‘homogenous’ whilst actively 

seeking to define the regional in its mosaic of difference; (cultural) history as both a framing device 

and as a socio-economic ‘truth’ underpins these narratives. Commentaries and opinion pieces on 

Scottish island related issues on language, land, arts, environment, economy and history, from various 

contributors, including comments and social media engagement, can be found at Bella Caledonia, < 
https://bellacaledonia.org.uk/all-articles/?all_keywords=islands >, for example. 



of Skye and Raasay, and the Small Isles, each remained within their respective mainland 

authorities at regional and district level. Although larger more ‘unitary’ authorities were 

restored in 1994, there was no change in the position of the islands. Shetland, Orkney and the 

Western Isles remain the only discrete island authorities and the majority of Scotland’s 

inhabited islands actually lie within the combined administrative structure of their respective 

mainland/island or island/mainland authorities. Recent developments in island governance are 

now more fully asserted (although perhaps less clearly impacted) in the form of the Islands Act 

(Scotland) (2018).14 There is also the issue of ‘Europe’, Brexit and tensions around what 

constitutes ‘independence’ more broadly within these islands. Currently there is a resurfacing 

of the northern isles ‘independence’ narrative where geopolitics (as well as geopoetics) – 

political and cultural identity narratives and resource competition critiques – variously frame 

who ‘owns’, “speaks for”, or lays claim to boundaries.15 

 

The islands of Scotland vary in terms of both their actual and perceived isolation and distance 

from each other, and from the Scottish mainland, as well as Edinburgh, London or Bergan. 

Each island, certainly as they remain populated today, maps to a particular history of 

development and social policy. Notably Shetland’s relatively recent ‘living memory’ economic 

‘turn of fortune’ regarding the discovery and subsequent development of oil in the early 1970s 

makes it distinctive from other island groups of both its ‘nearest neighbour’ Orkney, and the 

Inner and Outer Hebrides. In an attempt to counter the ‘disruptive effects of rapid 

industrialization’ (Hill et al 1998: 16) brought about by the potential of an ‘oil boom’ the 

Shetland communities and the local authority sought to safeguard Shetland’s ‘distinctive way 

of life’. Furthermore, it was contested that the oil industry potentially risked negatively 

impacting on the increasing prosperity and sustainability of growing island economics in 

fishing and tourism that had both been substantially supported and enhanced through the HIDB 

and other rural regeneration policy. The longer-view narratives of Scotland’s twentieth century 

island communities as struggling to contend with modernisation pressures were key to how 

future policy and representational practice developed (as already discussed). Island 

communities variously sought to both counter the ideas of ‘peripheral’ and marginal whilst 

contending with the reality of geographic and socio-economic contexts that nevertheless 

embodied a lived experience of peripherality, inequities, and dis-proportionate living costs. 

 

Scotland’s islands have arguably undergone a marked acceleration of social transformation in 

the last decades of the twentieth century that are now consolidated as small island sustainability 

and successes, fuelled not least by significant underpinning of ‘local’ educational provision, 

where previously generations of children had to leave home and board to undertake required 

(and optional ‘stay-on’) schooling and training, improved digital connectivity, sustained 

transport provision albeit not without continual weather and other disruptive challenges, but 

also significant enhanced variation in employment opportunities and enterprise support. Such 

transition emerging from ‘late modernity’ as experienced in rural and remote Scotland is 

widespread yet variable and it nevertheless has offered an opportunity for both celebration and 

a countering of the processes and outcomes of change; as Duxbury and Campbell (2011: 112) 

have noted for rural and remote Canada in ‘the midst of transition, many communities are 

recognizing that the ways the community understands itself, celebrates itself, and expresses 

 
14 Scottish Government, <https://www.gov.scot/policies/community-empowerment/empowering-our-

island-communities/> accessed 19 January 2020. 
15 See for example George Rosie’s (2013) discussion on issues of Shetland and Orcadian 

‘independence’ in ‘The Shetland Card’ 12th December 2013, 

<https://bellacaledonia.org.uk/2013/12/12/the-shetland-card/> accessed 19 January 2020. 



itself are major contributing factors to its ability to withstand economic, political, and cultural 

winds of change and transition’.  

 

As with coastal communities worldwide, fishing and marine activity continues as key sectors 

for Scotland’s offshore island communities. Today inshore and offshore marine activity and 

related processes and production is a high-tech expanding portfolio of businesses and enterprise 

supported by key its interface with research and development policy. In the Inner Hebrides, 

and on a hyper-local scale but no less impactful, Tiree recently reappraised its ‘Marine 

Resource’ and set out future plans that build on the local economy of fishing, with an expansion 

of related food processing and production, but also the sea and marine environment more 

broadly as a valuable and attractive leisure resource further enhancing Tiree’s reputation as an 

Atlantic water-sports destination. Islands, and Scotland is no small exception, must balance the 

demands of both production and consumption. The economies of small islands are often 

skewed to singular dominating industries and sectors, subjecting island economies, to a degree 

of boom/bust risk. In Scotland debates continue in terms of how economic development has 

impacted on island history and culture and vice-versa.16 Communities have long sought to 

counter aspects of actual and symbolic impoverishment and exploitation (exemplified by 

debates and reactions to indigenous and minority language rights, crofting sustainability, 

resource ‘extraction’ such as the ‘super-quarry’ proposal on Harris or oil development in 

Shetland, fishing and fish farming across the islands and Scotland’s north and west coastal 

communities, the protection of ecologies, and tourism).17 The region offers a rich and complex 

field of scholarship in this regard. What, where and who constitutes ‘remote’ or ‘too-close’, 

what has been classed as ‘margin’ and’ periphery’ and further from things became interestingly 

rearticulated during the Spring months of 2020 as the pandemic lockdown became established 

and debates formulated on accessing places, in what number and on whose terms. 

‘Remoteness’, as nearness or distance then, is very much back in the spotlight.  

 

The structure of the book  

 

In addition to this introductory chapter this collection of essays offers a range of accounts, 

research and policy positions responding to and informing of Scotland’s island communities, 

social histories and cultural representation. The evolution and transformation of Scotland’s 

small island communities and its wider nexus is a rich and rewarding field of productive inquiry 

worthy of continued and expanding research, focus and debate that is deeply informing of 

Scottish cultural representation more broadly (see Brown et al 2007). Scotland’s islands are 

championed and celebrated through arts, culture and media yet they continue in many regards 

as remote and fragile economies where the policies of centralised (urban) government so often 

applied without recognition of the different requirements and challenges faced in the rural, 

never mind the particularities of islands, was addressed more fully by the Scottish 

Government’s establishment of an Islands Act (Scotland) (2018). This collection offers a 

current review of these challenges and should add value to their operations and strategic 

 
16 See for example UHI’s ‘The Edge’ seminar series <https://www.uhi.ac.uk/en/research-

enterprise/res-themes/interdisciplinary-research-programmes/the-edge-call-for-contributions/seminar-

series/>; see also Scottish Centre for Island Studies < https://scotcis.wordpress.com/about/>. 
17 Most notably visitor tourism has caused particular concern in Skye with a global media focus 

circulating on the problematics of ‘over-tourism’. Similar concerns over visitor pressures of cruise 

tourism in Orkney and remote communities more broadly, exacerbated not least by the emergence of 

the Covid 19 pandemic and related ‘lockdown’ concerns and restrictions of 2020 speak to longer term 

tensions over economy, community and environment priorities in the islands. 



interventions of both policymakers and practitioners. The collection seeks to contextualise 

islandness for a range of readers drawing in the fields of history, social science, economy and 

the arts. The singular focus on Scotland is intended to offer readers a frame of reference by 

which key trends and debates pertaining to Scotland’s small island communities and spaces 

can be explored and critiqued more widely.  

 

Drawing on social history and related scholarship, Ray Burnett’s essay positions a longer view 

on ideas of how Scotland’s islandness has been configured. Scotland’s islands’ history is a 

complex layered palimpsest where early ideas of Scotland’s islands, and the identities and 

representations of ‘islandness’, circulated across Europe, and were variously configured within 

Scotland. The material and physical traces of people in place as expressive of their cultural and 

social condition is examined and offers a pivoting view to wider research legacies exploring 

key cultural and social expression. The next three chapters further expand on the cultural 

complexities of Scotland’s islands. Hugh Cheape provides a ‘deep dive’ expert insight to the 

material culture of Hebridean island life and a regional ethnological view with a particular 

focus on the rich store that is Gaelic material culture. This essay poses questions as to the future 

of shared knowledge, identities and how memory of a Hebridean community and its 

conversation (seanchas) is integral to its ‘cosmos’ and local word-view. Language and literary 

heritage pertaining to islands is a well-travelled expert researched field that island studies 

scholars have sought to enhance and exchange more widely. Turning to a different northern 

cultural focus, Andrew Jennings offers an ‘ethnographic’ consideration of Shetland’s language 

and heritage to this end. Jennings adds wonderful illustrative weight to the research field on 

the nuanced distinctiveness of Shetlandic dialect and identity via notable legacies of Vikings 

and Victorians, and everyday Shetlandic onomastics. By way of further linking ideas of island 

cultural history, identity and heritage, Kathryn Burnett and Lynda Harling Stalker’s essay 

examines how arts, craft, creative industries, and cultural work more generally, play a signature 

role in framing ideas of island places. Commentaries that celebrate and frame small islands as 

‘special places’ to live and work are inter-twined with the powerful positioning of island 

production and consumption as an ‘enchanted’ space that should remain subject to scrutiny. 

 

As this introduction essay has noted, in recent decades policy, research and planning with and 

from within island communities has become a central focus of Scotland’s broader ‘island-

proofing’ agenda. Mike Danson speaks to these histories of peripherality and ‘margin’ in the 

broader macro-context of northern Europe regional economies and Scotland’s situated position 

to ‘Nordic’ and ‘Atlantic’ neighbours. Sharing good practice and the local particularities of 

small island economies and social contingencies has underpinned significant shifts in policy 

focus on aspects of remoteness, ‘margin’ and peripherality as well as the fragility of island and 

remote rural economies and social demographics. Danson’s essay highlights these key shifts 

in policy and critique, and contributors throughout this volume further exemplify these 

ambitions in practice. Successful policy reframing within Scotland to better empower 

communities, and by this ensure a greater demographic sustainability, remains an arena of 

critical debate and research focus. In focusing on a perennial rural social concern, Rosie 

Alexander draws on some of the extensive research on this in Scotland to position current 

understandings of the shifting nature of island demographics and, in particular, the experience 

of young people.  

 



As with regions elsewhere18, just what do Scottish islands’ futures hold, is a fascinating 

environmental, socio-cultural and geo-political stage set to further interest and engage scholars 

across disciplines. Ownership and access to rural resources is a central pillar of how Scotland’s 

island communities can and will underpin ‘futures’ and sustainable policy and practice. One of 

the most contested contexts of how Scotland’s islands, and ‘remote rural’ communities more 

generally, have countered longer economic pressures and political disenfranchisement has been 

in the name of land ownership and its reform. Calum MacLeod invites consideration on some 

of this long condition with specific reference to the case study of West Harris but the essay 

speaks to the broader context of Scotland’s land reform and community ownership 

opportunities and challenges. Policy and practice have sought to respond to the similarities and 

its differences within island communities, to varying degrees of success. The complex and 

competing nature of socio-economic sectors within any resource space is noted here, as is the 

potential for growth and development synergies mindful of island particularities. The essay by 

Mike Danson and Kathryn Burnett on island enterprise examines such synergies in more depth 

in regard of Scotland’s small island enterprise contexts where history and culture are deeply 

inscribed on the narratives of entrepreneurial conditions, confidences and complexities.  

 

Wider contexts of policy have been significantly ramped up in recent years with the Scottish 

Government’s Islands (Scotland) Act (2018) and the wider policy focus on ‘island proofing’ 

and future proofing of all sectoral policy and ambitions. Francesco Sindico and Nicola Black 

contribute a useful commentary on this from their extensive fieldwork across the islands 

exploring how island residents view such an Act and the future it might hold. Finally, as a 

Sgitheanach Gael, and with a strongly situated viewpoint of island emplacement, James Oliver 

provides this collection with a fascinating, concluding personal reflection on the relationality 

of islandness. In this final chapter Oliver offers readers a framing of islandness as an 

‘interaction of dialogues and dialect(ics)’ that iterate and evolve between islandness ‘on the 

ground’ and islandness ‘in the mind’. In conclusion, we hope this collection offers, as Oliver 

suggests’, some thoughts on thinking with islandness that moves ideas of Scotland’s islands 

beyond separation, or isolation. On reading we hope to invite further understandings of ‘ways 

of seeing’ all of Scotland’s islands as informed by and informing of an ethical imagining of the 

places and peoples of all Scotland’s islands and our collective sustainable futures. 
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